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Marine plastic is a problem of abundance

Tan Xi Zi  Plastic Oceans 
Source:  Missy MSXI instagram (Artists Account)



Chris Jordan
Midway - Message from the gyres
source:  chrisjordan.com 

Marine plastic has the power to do immeasurable harm



 
Image by Nikolai Maximenco 
International pacific research centre
http://iprc.soest.hawaii.edu/news/marine_and_tsunami_debris/debris_press_releases.php accessed 18 May 2016

Marine plastic has the power to travel extensively



Marine plastic has the power to live eternally

Image:  'PENALTY - The UK'        Artist: Mandy Barker      Source:  mandybarker.com



Marine plastic is invisible 

Photograph of an area in the South Atlantic Ocean with high 
concentrations of marine plastics.  
 
Photograph: Max Liboiron. (Figure 1: Redefining pollution and action: The matter of plastics)



Intimate relationship with plastic 

 
Image Source:  https://plasticpollutioncoalition.zendesk.com/hc/en-us



The Anthropocene and plastic . From 1950. 

Plastisphere: Microbes live on the surface of plastic in marine  
environments. (2009).
https://www.sciencenews.org/article/oceans-plastics-offer-floating-fortr



Pinar Yoldas

Ecosystem of excess 
Source:  pinaryoldas.com



'PENALTY - The World'  
Source:  mandybarker.com

Mandy Barker



 
 
 
Community audience                              Ethnographic Research

Scope:  Palm Beach Currumbin Community 
(South Gold Coast Region) 



Studio Methodology- collect clean catalogue 
plastic from Palm Beach and the Alley area

2343 pieces....and growing



Thongs  Toys Other Single Use  
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Single Use plastic = 58%  
of idenfied objects 



Early experimentation 
Outdoor Installation Art Floating Sculptures



Jane Bennett - vital materialism 
 -Non-human entities, objects/matter have power, agency,  a lifeforce 
  
 - Effective way to frame ecological problems as it recognised the power of the nonhuman
 

Pinar Yoldas
Ecosystem of Excess
Source: pinaryoldas.com



Poly  - floating sculpture



Poly the powerful video capture



Source:  Artist website. http://www.washedup.us/Sugar-Coated.html/ http://www.washedup.us/The-Takeaway-Queen.html 

Marina DeBris



Palm Beach Surf Club      
  

100 people per day 
 
370  views of video 
  



 
Eternity Love and Plastic   
 80-100 attend 
 23  written comments (change in behaviour/uncomfortable)

...beauty and toxicity.   I love how these are presented, the 

balance.   The video- Poly taking a swim – after a while I 

feel my anxiety rising…

   Anonymous - Eternity love and plastic exhibition



Toxic Sublime - Jennifer Peeples

Oil Spill #10
Oil Slick at Rip Tide, Gulf of Mexico, June 24, 2010
Photograph:  Edward Burtynsky (Source: https://www.edwardburtynsky.com/projects/photographs/water)



  

 
   
  beautiful        ugly
  magnitude         insignificance
  inhabitation       desolation
  safety           risk
  known          unknown
  disposable       eternal
  

Reflection on tensions



Site specific art can engage community in the 
issue of marine plastic pollution. 

Poly at Currumbin Rock



  Assemblage of local waste can  
  engage local audiences 
 
  Anthropomorphism of plastic waste  
  helps us relate to the issue

  The toxic sublime can make people  
  question their role 
 
  Placement across time and location  
  provides access for community



 

 
  
 

Beyond Honours
 
  Value action gap - HDR

  Program of work for Poly  



           Questions?



Good afternoon everyone.  My name is Cherie Noble and today I want to share with you my honours project.  My research question was. 
Marine Plastic Pollution: How can site-specific art engage community to reduce marine plastics. 

I start by drawing your attention to the central concerns of this issue. Marine plastic is a problem of abundance. 7 million tonnes of plastic waste enter the ocean each year and this amount will 
increase as we consume more stuff.

Marine plastic has the power to do great harm. It strangles, chokes, mutilates, maims. Plastic in marine environments is toxic.  It poisons individual creatures, ecosystems, the ocean and life 
itself. Theorist Heather Davis proposes plastic will be the death of many species, including humanity.

Marine plastic also has the power to travel extensively. On the east coast of Australia, plastics get washed away from our shore, much travelling a long sow journey to one of the five gyres, loca-
tions dispersed across the globe where currents converge and plastic accumulates. 

Marine plastic has the power to live eternally. Plastic cannot biodegrade. While science can’t agree on how long plastic will exist in marine environments, Davis proposes 100,000 years, time to 
allow evolution to produce lifeforms to metabolise plastic waste.

The final concern is that Marine plastics is mostly invisible. The gyres are not clearly visible, plastic sits below the surface or dispersed as micro plastics. Locally the tide washes marine plastic 
away.  Toxicity of plastic is also invisible. Sometimes we see the vessel but not the poison itself. 

These concerns sit starkly against plastic as a material of utility and appeal. We use plastic in very intimate ways, it holds our food and drink. It rubs against our teeth when we brush them, toys 
we give to our kids are made of plastic. It is inescapable, yet we are all complicit.

Theorist, Max Liboiron, places plastic as a component of the Anthropocene, our current geological time, where humans have irreversibly altered the natural systems of the earth. An era proposed 
to start in the 1950s; a time aligning with the commercialisation of plastic. In seventy years plastic has transformed the way we live, and the composition of the earth and ocean. In 2009 science 
discovered the plastisphere, a marine ecosystem where plastic dominates and colonies of bacteria and plankton thrive on this material, the first step in evolutionary change. 

Art practitioner Pinar Yoldas explores this idea, presenting us with a series of organs and organisms that evolve in an ocean laden with plastic. A kidney to metabolise toxins; Turtle eggs made 
from plastic that change colour and travel through their lifetime. Yoldas is an exemplar as she frames this material as eternal, beyond the life of humans, presenting an interesting paradox. Inor-
ganic organisms.

Photographer Mandy Barker makes reference to eternity with her compositions of reclaimed marine detritus floating in space. Barker is another exemplar as she addresses concerns of eternity, 
abundance and power, presenting a global perspective of marine pollution. 

But my focus is local, and my audience are those who work and live and play in the suburbs of Palm Beach/Currumbin. Through this project I asked how I could engage my community in the 
issue of marine plastic pollution, using site specific art.  I aimed for action; a removal of marine plastic, or reduced plastic use.    This research was ethnographic. I collected and analysed data 
from my community including over 2000 pieces of marine plastic, information about local activism, observations and conversations from beach visits and art events, as well as written responses 
to my creative works.

As a way to highlight local abundance, I initially work with assemblage of local marine waste. Many art practitioners including Alejandro Duran and Pamal Longobardi take this approach. I collect 
materials from local beaches for use in sculpture and installation, I discard fragile pieces, clean and catalogue each piece noting its type. This reveals a dominance of single use plastics. Of all 
identified objects, 58% were single use, mainly packaging.  The time these objects provide use to us as humans, is in stark contrast to its eternal life.  

Early in the project I was influenced by research of Marks Chandler and Baldwin who review an eco-festival at Noosa and tell us that placing environmental art in natural environments can en-
gage audiences to change behaviour.  I experiment with outdoor installation and sculpture, and discover that site specific assemblage generates conversation in community.  While this approach 
brought some success, getting approval from authorities became a challenge. I needed five different authorisations before installation of works could commence. I move my focus to indoor 
locations but continue to work with assemblage.

At this time I was investigating the ideas of Vital Materialism, the work of Jane Bennett. For Bennett all entities including objects are matter, and have power of their own, a life-force. Along with 



Bruno Latour and Donna Harraway, Jane Bennett proposes that acknowledging the power of the non-human allows us to better understand and respond to ecological issues that are part of the 
Anthropocene.

At this time I was busy making Poly, a floating sculpture made from a reclaimed sea buoy, and 1596 pieces of marine plastics from local beaches. Poly is 1.2m in diameter can be hung or placed on a 
stand made from a 44gallon drum and has a long tail that grows as more plastic is collected.
 
This is a pivotal point in my research .I capture video footage of Poly local waterways start experimenting looking for ways to bring Poly to life. This video Poly the Powerful is the end result of this ex-
ploration. Poly can be seen swimming the waves, passing local landmarks, and disrupting things below the waterline. I aim for the expression for eternity, life beyond humans, and show Poly alive in a 
world devoid of humans and other life. I also assign female gender, and personality to Poly, provide her with a facebook page where she can invite people to her exhibitions and post comments about 
marine plastic. This is an act of anthropomorphism, extending the idea of the inanimate being alive.  This video Poly the Powerful the sculpture of Poly and this map Polys Playground that shows local 
patterns of waste, were shown in different formats at two community locations, the Palm Beach Surf club and a local cafe as part of an event. (Video to 1:20)

. 
Here I take the lead from My final exemplar Marina Debris, an artist/activist from Sydney who has been presenting trashion made from marine plastic to a community audience for over nine years. 
Analysis of her placement reveals strategy where art is embedded in community and this influenced my approach. I wanted to provide different parts of the community access to the work. 

Placement at the Surf club provided me access to around 100 people a day, and the video was recontextualised for placement on the surf club website where it attracted over 370 views. There were 
limited comments however I observed over 20 groups interacting with Poly, and noted people were both attracted to Poly and disgusted by the waste.  

It was the responses an exhibition called Eternity love and plastic where Poly, was placed with the video and this map at a local cafe as an installation, that was of greatest interest. The opening 
coincided with a mini eco-festival where 80-100 people attended.  23 written responses were collected with Some people committed to removing marine plastic from beaches or reducing their plastic 
footprint, while others talk about feeling uncomfortable by the work.  

And here is an excerpt from a comment
...beauty and toxicity.   I love how these are presented, the balance.   The video- Poly taking a swim – after a while I feel my anxiety rising…

I want to better understand and maximise this affect. My investigations lead me to the research of Jennifer Peeples who is interested in how artists deal with toxicity. Peeples analyses the photo-
graphs of Edward Burtynsky who captures toxic landscapes. I recognise parallels here.  Byrtynsky and I both deal with issues of the Anthropocene, where we are all complicit, issues of invisible toxic-
ity.  Peeples proposes five tensions work together in these images, in what she calls the toxic sublime. And here is the important bit. She states these tensions can create an uncomfortable pleasure 
that leads audiences to contemplation and a shift in attitude, I already have some evidence of discomfort experienced by by my audience, and I’m interested in maximising this.

And I recognise these contradictions identified by Peeples are somewhat present in my work: the   Beauty and ugliness, Magnitude and insignificance, Habitation and isolation, Safety and risk the 
Known an unknown, but reviewing my work through this lens reveals two things. 
Firstly, I recognise another tension present– that of plastics disposability against its eternal life. 

Secondly, I acknowledge a gap – the invisible aspects/ the unknown of plastic had not been adequately represented. I return to video and create a dark watery world. Here ambiguous shadows, 
indicate something is happening in the water, but we cannot determine what it is. 

This video will be included in my final work. Poly to Eternity an immersive installation which will include Poly the sculpture with 3 videos. The final composition of the videos will be decided in mid-Oc-
tober when I have access to the space. Between now and then I have the graduate exhibition, where Poly and Poly the powerful are being shown.  I will collect feedback, while I grow polys tail. 

So my research is coming to a close and I think about whether site specific art can engage community is the issue of marine pollution and conclude that the site specific aspects of the work, the local 
landmarks, the map, and the local waste, played a critical role in engaging an audience who are already invested in the amenity of their beach. This image here shows Poly at  Currumbin Rock, a 
popular location for locals.



That being said there are four insights Poly and I would like to share.

Using assemblage of local waste simultaneously attracts and repels. People instinctively understand the origin of this waste. It acts as a conversation starter and makes visible what could not be seen 
before.

Bringing Poly to life provided a character people could relate to. This approach allowed me to express ideas about marine plastics power to travel, harm and live eternally. Here I refer again to Ben-
nett who proposes anthropomorphism of the inanimate helps us relate to, and understand the effects the non-human prompting us to be more strategic

Installation art where the contradictions of marine plastic are presented, has capacity to make audiences feel uncomfortable and question their role.  And here I refer to the responses from the Eterni-
ty love and plastic exhibition as well as the toxic sublime.

And my finally providing community access to artworks is critical. Placing art in a variety of locations over an extended will reach more people, and that requires flexibility and tenacity.

But I was aiming for action, and although some people committed to taking action, I am aware of what we call the value action gap. This is a term for inaction, even when people both understand and 
care about environmental issues.  The question of How art can bridge this gap is a topic for higher degree research. 

Finally, I declare that Poly has been successful in engaging community because she has her own vitality and energy. Together we will continue working in the Palm Beach/Currumbin community, 
raising awareness, prompting action in this critical issue that is part of the Anthropocene.


